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TODAY’S AGENDA

• Intros / Agenda

• COVID Updates

• Healthcare Worker Bonus / Education Sector Updates

• General Election Updates

Gabe Oberfield – (12:00PM-12:10PM)

• SECURE Act – Preparing for Long-Term Part-Time Employees

Larry Finnell (12:10PM-12:15PM)

• Pregnancy-Related Protections and Title IX

Seth Gilbertson – (12:15PM-12:25PM)

• Ten Years After Sandy: Informed Giving After Natural Disasters

Delaney Knapp (12:25PM-12:35PM)

• Salary Transparency Law – Westchester Focus

Lakshmi S. Mergeche – (12:35PM-12:40PM)

• Fielding Open Questions and Final Remarks 

G. Oberfield – (12:40-12:45PM)



COVID-19 Updates
Source: hhs.gov

- Public Health Emergency 

Extended last month on 10/13/22

- Concerns about New Sub-Variant 

Risks Remain

- Gov. Hochul extends state of 

emergency on HC staffing 

(through 11/26/22)

- Compounded by early flu 

season



Monkeypox
Source: health.ny.gov

- Governor Hochul 

permits State of 

Emergency to expire 

(10/27/22)

- Monkeypox to be 

classified and 

monitored as a 

Sexually Transmitted 

Infection – facilitates 

access for minors to 

treatment



NYS Healthcare and Mental Hygiene Worker Bonus 

Program Updates
Source: New York State Dept. of Health

• ‘Vesting Period Two’ officially closed on 10/31/22 – but 

extension granted for filing until 11/30/22

o The key to compliance: document, document, document

• Extension to Vesting Period 3 for Educational 

Providers?

• New FAQ content issued – updated 10/31/22 to 

memorialize the extension



Reminder: Healthcare / Cybersecurity Educational 

Event Tomorrow, November 2, 2022 @ 1PM
Sources: governor.ny.gov, twitter.com

• Colin Ahern, newly appointed chief cyber officer for the State of New York

• Will review launch of the New York Joint Security Operations Center and its 

applications for building the healthcare sector’s cyber posture

• New York Healthcare Cyber Alliance

o Forum for education and resource matching for small-to-midsize healthcare 

institutions building cyber awareness and capacities

o Bond, Schoeneck and King, PLLC, supports the body’s work

o G. Oberfield – NYHCA Co-Chair

o Register here: https://nyhca.net/nyhca-events/

o More information on NYHCA: www.nyhca.net

https://nyhca.net/nyhca-events/
http://www.nyhca.net/


Election Day 2022 – Tuesday, Nov. 8
Source: Politico.com, Governor.ny.gov, Zeldin.house.gov, City & State

• NYS appearances by President Biden, Gov. DeSantis, President Clinton, among others

o Races in NYS closer than expected given majorities among registered Democrats, particularly downstate

o Early voting underway

• Federal Congressional seats – numerous close races – and control of U.S. Senate in the balance

• Local elections
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New Fact Resource 

• Released October 4, 2022

• Reiterates existing rules that require colleges and universities 

to prevent discrimination, provide leave and accommodations, 

and give equal medical benefits to students and employees 

experiencing pregnancy and related conditions

• Emphasizes prohibition of discrimination based on termination 

of pregnancy



Discrimination and exclusion

• Must not discriminate against any student, or exclude any student 

from their education program or activity, including any class or 

extracurricular activity, based on a student’s pregnancy, childbirth, 

false pregnancy, termination of pregnancy, or recovery therefrom. 

34 C.F.R. § 106.40(b)(1). 

• A school also must not discriminate against or exclude from 

employment any employee or employment applicant on these 

bases. 34 C.F.R. § 106.57(b).



Medical and other benefits and services

• For students: must treat pregnancy and related conditions the 

same as any other temporary disability with respect to any 

hospital or medical benefit, service, plan, or policy for students. 34 

C.F.R. § 106.40(b)(4). 

• For employees: must treat pregnancy and related conditions the 

same as any other temporary disability for all job-related 

purposes, including employment-based medical, hospital, and 

other benefits. 34 C.F.R. § 106.57(c).



Leave policies - students

• Must provide leave to a student for pregnancy and related 

conditions for as long as the student’s physician deems 

medically necessary. 

• After that leave, the student must be reinstated to the status 

the student held when the leave began. 34 C.F.R. §

106.40(b)(5). 
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Leave policies - employees

• If an employee has insufficient leave or accrued employment time to qualify for 

leave under the school’s policy, the school must treat pregnancy, childbirth, false 

pregnancy, termination of pregnancy, and recovery therefrom as a justification for 

a leave of absence without pay for a reasonable period of time. 

• After that time, the employee must be reinstated to the employee’s preleave

status or to a comparable position without reduction of compensation or loss of 

promotional opportunities or any other employment rights or privileges. 

• Must treat pregnancy and related conditions the same as any other temporary 

disability for commencement, duration, and extensions of leave, payment of 

disability income, accrual of seniority and any other benefit or service, and 

reinstatement, along with other employment-based benefits. 



Informed Giving After Natural Disasters
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Importance of Informed Giving

• In times of crisis, new nonprofit organizations and charitable initiatives are 

launched quickly, with compelling cases for your contributions. Urgency and 

speed can, however, make informed decision-making harder. 

• So how can we conduct meaningful diligence quickly, when we are 

concerned about the human impact of delay? 



Reasonable Due Diligence

• All things being equal, you are seeking to give based on more information 

rather than less.

• So ultimately what we are suggesting is this: if you feel that time is critical, 

look for something that makes you pause, that confirms your expectations or 

that leads to more questions, that you wouldn’t have had if you hadn’t 

looked, until you feel ready to make a decision. Giving in this way amplifies 

the beneficial effects for all.



Proactivity

• In terms of avoiding fraud or malfeasance in giving, proactivity may be the 

most important part of the strategy. This means independently seeking out 

charities and fundraising campaigns, rather than responding to unsolicited 

emails or social media requests. 





Check Basic Compliance

• It is fairly easy to review an organization’s legal compliance record and eliminate 

organizations with major red flags. 

• In some cases, however, a very new organization may have limited information available. 

Should this be a concern? It depends on many factors, most of which are practical: 
o Who is the organization’s leadership and are they experienced in operating nonprofits? 

o What is the organization’s infrastructure for providing aid? 

o Is the organization’s model one of direct service and/or financial support? 

o Does the organization have “boots on the ground” or are they operating from abroad? 

• The answers to these questions should inform your decision to donate to a newly formed 

organization, or to an existing organization that is launching a new initiative.





Look at the Numbers from 25,000 Feet

• Publicly available annual filings provide a wealth of information, especially 

the annual IRS Form 990 tax returns.

• Guidestar compiles and publishes recent tax returns for nearly every 

501(c)(3) organization that is large enough to be required to file one, so you 

should be able to search for the return of any organization to which you 

intend to make a contribution. 



Look at the Numbers from 25,000 Feet

• Mission statement and statement of the organization’s program 

service accomplishments:
• Are the organization’s purposes aligned with the needs of those affected 

by the current crisis? 

• Are they already active in the specific country or region of interest? 

The learning curve can be very steep, so knowing where an organization 

may be on it can be highly valuable.



Look at the Numbers from 25,000 Feet

• Total number of employees and volunteers:
• How large is the organization? 

• What is its capacity to provide the services or aid it intends to provide?

• Revenue and expenses: 
• Is the organization running a deficit or a surplus in the current or most 

recently completed year? 

• Over the preceding years? This may indicate reason to be concerned with 

an organization’s financial management, especially if persisting across 

compare multiple returns. 



Look at the Numbers from 25,000 Feet

• Salaries, compensation, employee benefits: 
oHow much are executive leadership and staff getting paid? 

• Of course, compensation does not exist in a vacuum, so you want 

to keep in mind the size and sophistication of the organization’s 

activities and generally want to see compensation in line with 

similar organizations, not the just the dollar amount being 

provided. 



Commitment and Efficacy

• Once you have evaluated an organization’s compliance and financial 

fundamentals, you should consider their commitment to use your 

contributions for their intended purpose.

• In times of crisis, this is usually the ability to offer immediate aid that will 

provide the most benefit at the lowest cost. 

• Whether an organization has experience addressing a specific humanitarian 

cause, an established history of successful fundraising and providing aid 

during crises, and infrastructure within the impacted region should all aid in 

selecting a charity or fundraising campaign. 



The Process is a Means to an End

• For most of us, giving in times of crisis is different from giving in 

normal times, and we certainly wouldn’t advocate for “paralysis by 

analysis.” With a time or two of practice, the diligence described 

above can be accomplished in a few minutes, keeping in mind 

that the goal of the process is to glean information quickly to 

inform choices, not to achieve any kind of certainty.
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Key Points for Westchester County

• Goes into effect November 6, 2022

• All private employers with more than four employees

• Any job, promotion, or transfer opportunity

• An employer who posts for positions that are required to be performed, in whole or in part, in Westchester County, whether from an office, in the field, or remotely.

• Minimum and maximum salary for the position.

• May not rely on or inquire into wage history of prospective employee

• At job posting (as defined in Section 700.3(a)(9)(i))

• Civil penalties up to $250,000
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New York State New York City Westchester County City of Ithaca 

Effective Date

To be determined (270 days after signature by 

NYS Governor)

November 1, 2022 November 6, 2022 September 1, 2022

Employers Covered

All private employers with four or more 

employees

All private employers with four or more 

employees

All private employers with more than 

four employees

All private employers with four or more 

employees

Exempt Employers Temp. agencies Temp. agencies Temp. agencies Temp. agencies

Types of Position Covered

Any job, promotion, or transfer opportunity Any job, promotion, or transfer 

opportunity

Any job, promotion, or transfer 

opportunity

Any job, promotion, or transfer 

opportunity

Geographic Reach for 

Disclosure

A position that “can or will be performed, at 

least in part, in the State of New York”

The position must be performed, at least 

in part, in the city of New York.

“An employer who posts for positions 

that are required to be

performed, in whole or in part, in 

Westchester County,

whether from an office, in the field, or 

remotely.”

Not covered in the text of the statute

Substance of Required 

Disclosure

- The actual compensation, or a range of 

compensation

- A job description (if a description exists); and

- A general description of other types of 

compensation offered, e.g., fringe benefits, 

bonuses, stock options, or commissions.

-Minimum and maximum annual salary or 

hourly wage

-Range may extend from lowest to highest 

annual salary or hourly wage

-Minimum and maximum salary for 

the position

-May not rely on or inquire into wage 

history of prospective employee

Minimum and maximum hourly or salary 

compensation

Timing of Required 

Disclosure

At job posting At job posting/ advertisement At job posting (as defined in Section 

700.3(a)(9)(i))

At job advertisement

Penalties for Non-

compliance

Civil penalties up to $3,000 -Civil penalties up to $250,000

-$0 for first violation if cured within 30 

days

Civil penalties up to $250,000 Civil penalties up to $500
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New York Employment Law: The Essential Guide

NYS Bar Association Members can buy the book from the bar here.

Non-NYS Bar Association Members can purchase through Amazon here.
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The information in this presentation is intended as general background information.

It is not to be considered as legal advice.

Laws can change often, and information may become outdated.

All rights reserved.

This presentation may not be reprinted or duplicated in any form without the express 

written authorization of Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC.

Thank You


